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The Secret Files Of Sherlock
After last week’s shenanigans with bonfires, bombs and moustaches, it’s time for the relative sanity of John Watson’s wedding. What could possibly go wrong? Before we get to the big day, Lestrade is ...

‘Sherlock’ Recap: ‘The Sign of Three’
Patient files were stacked high on his desk ... a master channeler of the psychotic mind and the forebear of Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot. A wiry figure with a droll smile and a pencil ...

Unmasking the Mad Bomber
Can they beat Season Three, with Sherlock’s best man speech, Mary’s secret double life and the potential return of an old and dead enemy? Of course they can: “We have a plan to top it. Actually, I do ...

Steven Moffat on ‘Sherlock’: “Our Plan is Devastating”
The best cooperative board games are perfect if you're put off by competitiveness, squabbling, and a general hoo-hah around the table. Offering unique challenges that can only be solved together, ...

The 15 best cooperative board games - play nice and work together with these essential co-op picks
THERE are mysterious goings-on at the Yorkshire Museum in York - and even Sherlock Holmes is lending a hand in investigating matters. The museum will be opening its "Mystery Files" on January 1 as ...

Sherlock Holmes lends a hand at the Yorkshire Museum
Matthew Bunson, in *Encyclopedia Sherlockliana*reports that “…the Diogenes Club has been considered a possible cover for espionage or secret activities by the British government.” ...

Jody Baker: Covert Activities At The Diogenes Club
Your institution does not have access to this book on JSTOR. Try searching on JSTOR for other items related to this book. There IS no such thing as film analysis without an approach. Critics do not go ...

Breaking the Glass Armor
you heard from that email that Michelle sent her publisher, inside everyone lurks a Sherlock Holmes," Wolff said ... police department for claiming they cannot get access to the case files because ...

HBO's 'I’ll Be Gone In The Dark': Unsolved murder that sparked obsessive Golden State Killer search highlights special episode
Running to more than 1,200 pages, the panel scrutinised 110,000 documents amounting to more than a million pages as well as a substantial amount of sensitive or secret material held by police as ...

'Brown envelopes' filled with cash left on desks and officers paid NOT to arrest criminals: How damning Daniel Morgan inquiry was told of endemic Met Police corruption in the ...
Collect the letters underneath the chessboard and learn the Reverend’s dirty little secret. He’ll probably ... what is wrong or out of place. File Cabinet: The journalist looked at a card ...
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3. The Testament of Sherlock Holmes Story walkthrough
After saving the life of the President, two Secret Service agents find themselves ... David Simkins (Dresden Files) is executive producer; Jace Alexander (Burn Notice, Rescue Me) is co-executive ...

WAREHOUSE 13
Instead, the stories are set in Cairo in the years immediately before the First World War when the Mamur Zapt, the head of the Egyptian Secret Police ... worlds of Sherlock Holmes’s late ...

The Egypt of the Mamur Zapt: On series of detective stories
Facebook group quickly identified what the women initially thought was one large snake as two marine file snakes involved in coitus. Ollie Sherlock wrote that the snakes were non-venomous ...

Rare sighting of sea snakes engaged in coitus on the beach stuns reptile community
Any gourmet chef will tell you that the secret to any successful dish is dependent on the quality of the ingredients used. The same is true for print production. By using error-free artwork files, you ...

Smooth Sailing in the Production Process: How to Ensure Your Artwork Files Won’t Slow You Down
The secret of the monarch’s immaculately coiffed ... whose Lore Of The Land pub in Mayfair was gutted by a fire last week. I hear the Sherlock Holmes director made a £12.75 million profit ...

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL: A headstone at last for Princess Diana's stepmother
The Collector's Edition ($119.99) includes: AI: The Somnium Files - nirvanA Initiative Exclusive Good Smile Company POP UP PARADE ~170mm PVC figure of the beautiful AI-Ball "Aiba" SECRET OF THE ...

'AI: The Somnium Files - nirvanA Initiative' Announced For Switch, PS4, Xbox One, Xbox Series X|S And PC - Trailer
Murder follows after Arun discovers a secret from Paloma’s past ... Observations by Gaslight: Stories from the World of Sherlock Holmes by Lyndsay Faye (Dec. 7, $25.95, ISBN 978-1-61316-261-3).
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